Background
Graph theoretic properties of proteins can be used to perceive the differences between correctly folded proteins and well designed decoy sets. Graphs are used to represent 3D protein structures. We used two different graph representations of protein structures which are Delaunay tessellations of proteins and contact map graphs. Graph theoretic properties for both graph types showed high classification accuracy to discrimination of proteins. Different type of linear classifiers and support vector classifier were used to classification of the protein structures. The best classifier accuracy was over 95% as shown in Table 1 . The results showed that characteristic features of graph theoretic properties can be used many fields such as prediction of fold recognition, structure alignment and comparison, detection of similar domains and definition of structural motifs in high accuracy.
Conclusion
In this work we successfully showed that structural properties as well as potential scores can be used to discriminate native folds from the decoy sets. As far as graph types are concerned, the classification accuracy rates of the results obtained from contact map graphs are higher than the results obtained from Delaunay tessellated graphs for the same classification methods. Therefore contact map matrices are better representation method for protein structures. Support vector classifier and quadratic classifiers results are quite promising for the dataset which formed after outlier analysis. The accuracy rates are over 95%. 
